At last week's Board of Trustees meeting, MSC President Donald Walters discussed possible actions that may be taken against former SummerFun producer Scott MacConnell if he does not return the program's money by next month.

**Task Force report cites progress on the various minority programs**

By Ade Idera

The President's Task Force report on the evaluation and recommendations on recruitment and retention of Black and Hispanic students was discussed at the first meeting of the Presidents Commission on Affirmative Action held last week.

"The report submitted to President Walters last June, is made up of three parts," said Dr. Curtis Jackson, chairperson of the Task Force, "Part one includes an overall summary and major recommendations." He further said that parts two and three provide a report and recommendations on recruitment, admission and retention of Black and Hispanic students.

According to the report, MSC has made progress over the years primarily through the vehicle of special programs such as: the Educational Opportunity Fund (EOF), the Special Tutorial Program (STP), the Health Careers Program (HCP) and the Weekend College (WEC). These special programs, while limited to a small segment of the student body, provide opportunity and access to students from minority and/or disadvantaged backgrounds. It reemphasizes the most significant contribution of these programs which has been to help students who enter college with severe educational and financial limitations due to inadequate schooling and preparation, to succeed in obtaining a college education. The report urged for more support for these special programs.

New tailgating guidelines

New policies for tailgate parties will be put into effect at this weekend's football game against Kean College.

The following guidelines were decided upon yesterday by Dr. Edward Martin, dean of students, SGA President Dave Handal, members of the athletic department and John Connolly, Editor-in-Chief of The Montclarion.

— Tailgating parties will be allowed only in parking lots 7 and 9 from 6 to 7:40 p.m., when tailgaters will be instructed to go into the game. Kick-off time is 8 p.m.

— No tailgating will be permitted once the game starts, at half-time or at the end of the game.

— No kegs or bottles will be permitted at the parties. Violaters of the new regulations may be subject to fines or in extreme cases, arrest.

"Basically, the decision that we made permitting tailgating was related to the social aspect of people having a picnic, meeting friends and having a good time," Handal said. "My hope is that the student body adheres to these guidelines to show the administration that we are mature and capable of promoting responsible tailgating."

Martin added, "I'm very pleased with the help the administration is receiving from the student government and press in working to alleviate a possibly dangerous situation."

**Organization banners**

The athletic department allows organizations to hang their banners inside Sprague Field if they do so by 7:30 p.m. Banners can be hung on the fences on the field, except in the end zone nearest Normal Ave. and provided they do not block any of the yardage numbers. Also, banners may be hung along the fence along the top of the bleachers.

By Warren Thomas

Scott MacConnell, the SummerFun producer who was suspended for taking $75,000 worth of SummerFun ticket receipts and property, has until early October to make full restitution to the college or face disciplinary action, according to MSC President Donald Walters at last week's Board of Trustees meeting.

Walters reviewed the events that culminated in the suspension of MacConnell, who was also a professor in the speech and theatre department, as well as SummerFun producer for 14 years. Walters informed the Board that MacConnell, after announcing that SummerFun would no longer be held at MSC because of artistic interference by the college, had removed $75,000 from the campus SummerFun account and into a bank somewhere in New Jersey, as well as taking the master copy of the mailing list and other equipment.

At a meeting on August 26 with Roland Garrett, vice president of administration, and MSC attorney Bill Haller, MacConnell admitted to taking the money and placing it in a new SummerFun account— as well as removing equipment and the mailing list.

MacConnell also stated at that time that the name SummerFun was not under the college's auspices and could be used by him elsewhere if he chose to.

The administration then called upon MacConnell to make a full restitution of all the money and property as well as an agreement not to use the SummerFun name in the future.

Although unwilling to meet these demands, MacConnell did offer to return the funds on the condition that the account would be jointly controlled by an unspecified representative of SummerFun and the administration.

Declaring this condition unacceptable, MSC then filed charges against MacConnell based on his own admission that he deprived the college of its property and money. At that time, MacConnell was suspended with pay and informed that demotion and ultimate dismissal would be the next punitive actions taken if the matter was not resolved.

Walters said that the administration's proposal of an informal meeting between the two sides was not able to take place because MSC refused to assent to MacConnell's condition that a court stenographer be present. MSC felt that a stenographer would change the definition.
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Car thefts and vandalism are a recurring problem

By Vivette Watson

The problem of car thefts and vandalism continued as three cars were stolen and five others vandalized last week.

\[\text{Thieves stole an '85 Oldsmobile, valued at $15,000, from lot 21 between 9 p.m. on Sept. 9 and 12:30 p.m., thieves stole a '79 Chevy in lot 24. The car and its contents is valued at $5,300. A '77 Chevy worth $2,500, was stolen between 9 p.m. on Sat., Sept. 14 and 10 p.m.. on Sun., Sept. 15, the owner of an '85 Camaro returned to his car in lot 23. On Sept. 15, between 8 p.m. and 10 p.m., the owner of an '85 Camaro returned to his car in lot 21 to find both doors unlocked and the steering column damaged. On Wed. Sept. 11, a 12-speed Peugeot bicycle, worth $250, was stolen from the bike rack outside the Student Center. On Fri., Sept. 13, a bicycle, taken from the Clove Road bike rack, was later recovered at the Freeman Hall bike rack. On Sept. 11, thieves stole a $700 blower, from the Clove Road Apts. storage shed. On Sept. 13 a 560 typewriter was reported stolen from Russ Hall. On the same day at 12:45 p.m., a theft was reported in Richardson Hall. A male working in the lab left his bag unattended, only to return and find his wallet missing. Total value of the wallet and its contents is $200. On Sept. 10, a bike, parked outside the Student Center, smashed through the window when someone opened the door. Damage to the window is valued at $312. An assault was reported at 12:47 a.m. on Sept. 15. Three men physically and verbally attacked three male students who were walking in the area between Bohn and Blanton Halls. Campus police have no suspects. Also on Sept. 15, a group of males attempted to enter a second floor room in Webster Hall by climbing up a ladder. The door to the residence hall was unlocked, and the defendants, who were inside the hall, were not identified. The three were then charged with criminal trespass, but were released without bail. On Sept. 14 at 10:45 p.m., a man used a fake dorm I.D. card to enter Blanton Hall. Campus police escorted him off campus. Trespassers were also reported in Freeman Hall and Blanton Hall on Sept. 12. On Sept. 9, campus police found a grey — red knapsack filled with clothes behind Blanton Hall. The knapsack is being held at the police station for identification.\]

Police Department.

By George W. Peterson Jr.

I have a very positive feeling about the future of the college. It's a privilege to be President and the good things I've heard about the college are still true. I'm impressed by the quality of the student body.

These were some of the opening remarks made by MSC President Donald A. Walters during his address to the annual fall meeting of faculty and non-teaching professionals on Wednesday, Sept. 18.

Walters began by pointing out that MSC has made some significant progress in the past year. Two new certificate programs have been established, as well as several new degree programs (both baccalaureate and graduate). The current overhaul of the graduate studies program will eventually result in the establishment of new standards, guidelines and curricula.

"However," Walters said, "there are also some serious challenges" for the college to face. Foremost among these is a deficit of about $1 million in non-salary areas and a half-million in non-salary areas. Walters said that in the future his administration would have to address the deficit in two ways: adding to salary money from such sources as state appropriations, grants and contracts, and from attrition. Walters said that most positions have been or will be filled, but that a small percentage (about 19 positions) would be eliminated.

Walters announced a new program for faculty directed financial aid. The new program will work by inviting faculty to teach in high need departments, mainly during the summer.

Walters outlined a plan to bring the campus together in a "Day of Retreat" on October 24. This would be a symposium dealing with a few studies that attacked institutions of higher learning for being too lax. Walters said that classes may be cancelled and 50 students would be invited to attend.

In hopes of ridding this negative view, Walters said that he has commissioned several consulting and亡s to find ways to help improve and advertise MSC's image. They will also help the college set up a viable fundraising program.

Finally, Walters discussed the Challenge Grant, provided to the state colleges by the state of N.J. Each college has made a proposal to a three-person panel consisting of Albert Bowker, executive vice president at the University of Maryland; Ber nard Harleston, president of CUNY, and Dr. Martha Church, president of Hood College.

After reviewing the proposals, the panel has recommended that these colleges receive the grants in the following order: Jersey City, Kean, MSC, Trenton, Edison and Stockton.

The project will be funded by the New Jersey state government, as well as the Federal government. According to Walters, this decision was not final and it was possible that more money would become available. Walters said that the proposal is at least part of the $2.8 million has been allocated.

Car thefts and vandalism are a recurring problem

By Terry Rehm

The state of New Jersey has again funded the Public Tuition Benefit Program (PTB) for the 1985-86 academic year, according to Dr. Randall Richards, director of financial aid.

According to a statement released by Richards, the PTB program entities of children and spouses of New Jersey state workers for municipal, county or New Jersey state governments, who have died or have been disabled, can also apply for free tuition at New Jersey State Colleges. In order to qualify, the eligible child or surviving spouse should be "in academically good standing," and must be enrolled as an undergraduate student. These benefits are also given under the PTB program was formed "in hopes of giving recognition of duty to those workers, and to compensate their families and survivors, if at all possible." In the past three years at MSC, there have been 13 students under the PTB program. Richards said that if the surviving child or spouse is planning to attend a private institution in New Jersey, benefits also are given under the PTB program. However, the eligible student will only receive equal to the tuition at Rutgers University, the most expensive of the New Jersey State colleges. It would then be the responsibility of the student to make up any difference in the cost.

This program was adopted in 1980 in respect for those who died while serving their local, county and state governments. According to Richards, the PTB program was formed "in hopes of giving recognition of duty to those workers, and to compensate their families and survivors, if at all possible." In the past three years at MSC, there have been 13 students under the PTB program. Applications for the PTB program are now available in the Financial Aid Office, Room 321 of College Hall. Completed applications should be submitted to the Office of Higher Education, Office of Assistance in Trenton.

Bringing Government Information to You

Information from the Federal Government on subjects ranging from agriculture to zoology is available at Depository Libraries across the nation.

You can visit these libraries and use the Depository collection without charge.

To find one in your area, contact your local library or write to the Federal Depository Library Program, Office of the Public Printer, Washington, D.C. 20401.

Federal Depository Library Program

This program is supported by The Advertising Council and is a public service of the publication.
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Child care is still a problem at MSC

By Lisa Nelson

The possibility of setting up some kind of child care program was the topic of discussion at a meeting sponsored by the Women's Center last week.

During the meeting, a group, led by two MSC students, Jacqueline Rubin and Cheryl Otto, stated several reasons for day care at MSC.

First, it will give parents a chance to continue their education and at the same time enable children to spend more time with their mothers.

Child care would also provide a sense of community and would help bring the parents in the Admissions Office to handle their responsibilities.

In the past, there have been several attempts by the Women's Center to form a child care program, but all attempts have failed. Past MSC administrations were negative to the idea of a child care program.

Professor Huberta Alcaro, director of the Women's Center, said, "The college could make money, even space, or time to a child care program."

The main goal of the discussion was to mobilize mass support for day care and to form committees to work on petitions, letters to the administration and a budget plan. In addition, the Admissions Office, which estimates that the number of people who need child care, will be updated.

Future plans include a petition to the Women's Center, and all interested persons are welcome to attend.

SGA committee begins work on rectifying problems in dorms

By Terry Rehm

SGA President Dave Handal announced the new policy concerning tailgating at football games at last night's meeting. Handal attended a meeting on Wednesday, September 25, along with Dr. Edward Martin, dean of students, and administrators of the athletic department to discuss the new policy.

Handal claims, "If we go by these new rules, we'll be good by far." Details on the policy and the meeting can be found on page one.

The Welfare and Internal Affairs Committee is currently investigating problems on campus. They are attempting to identify problems such as broken lamps in the dorms, lack of garbage cans, and any other items that need to be repaired or painted.

Committee Chairman Gary Takvoran said, "Anything physical we investigate." He urges all students to bring any complaints to the SGA office.

Room 103 in the Student Center.

Takvoran said they are now concentrating on the dorm problems. The committee urges students to stay involved with their own affairs, and to not permit administration to take advantage of student's apathy, which Takvoran says, "the administration is thriving on."

Task Force report

Secretary Pam Gorski, announced many of the SGA services for MSC students. There is a pharmacy program in which MSC undergraduates may have prescriptions filled for $3.25 each. Prescriptions should be brought to the SGA office and those in by 10 a.m. will be out by 3 p.m.

The Board of Transportation Affairs aids students who feel they have unjustly received parking tickets, and may even have them rescinded, for a good reason.

Every Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the SGA office, a lawyer offers free counseling and makes appointments for students. Also available in the office are stamps and a copy machine at a rate of 5 cents per copy.

The SGA now has a phone service for two separate groups of RA's who are planning trips to Boston and Washington.

The Boston trip will be on Oct. 19 and the Washington trip on Oct. 26. The cost will be $7 per student and further information on both trips will be available next week.

Ham operators to form club

By Drita Ftera

A new amateur radio club is organizing on campus headed by Bob Deyo, an MSC junior. A recent transfer student, Deyo was president of Morris County College's amateur or "ham" radio station last year.

MSC's last ham radio club dissolved two years ago, but its equipment is still in storage. Deyo would like to put this equipment to work.

Although MSC has a commercial, local radio station, WMSU, ham radio club members would have no connection to it. According to the FCC rules, ham stations are not allowed to broadcast to the public.

Ham stations usually broadcast to other ham stations in specific locations. Though ham broadcasts can be picked up on commercial radio, they do not have push-to-talk facilities.

"Ham radio provides emergency communication and promotes goodwill. It provides worldwide communications, as well as local," states Deyo. A major purpose of ham radio is to alert people of everything from a disaster to traffic jams. Ham operators can also broadcast to many foreign countries.

Third party communications to North and South America are provided by ham operators. This consists of one station contacting another in an area or town where someone is sought. The second station can then locate the station and dial the local number of the person.

Deyo also pointed out that ham radio operators were the first Americans to contact Mexico City after the recent earthquakes.

According to Deyo, the club would probably be a Class II organization and no dues will be charged. FCC rules do not allow ham stations to charge for services.

Deyo invites FCC licensed students to join the Accession Survey, which estimates the number of people who need ham radio services.

Students interested in joining MSC's new ham station can call Bob at (201)361-2573.
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Scientist regards Darwin theory as incorrect

By Eve Marlows

Regarding Darwin’s theory on embryology as incorrect, Dr. Gerald M. Edelman of Rockefeller University presented his alternative theory at the first lecture of the Second Annual Nobel Laureate Series sponsored by the math and computer science department.

At the lecture, entitled “The New Embryology: Molecules and Mechanisms Determining Embryonic Form,” Edelman explained why his research has led him to believe that Darwin’s theory is wrong. He explained that during embryology the molecules of the cells link up to amino acids and different proteins to form a chain similar to a leggo construction. According to Darwin’s theory of “pre-determined molecular address,” the molecules know exactly where to go.

One of Edelman’s reasons for deifying this theory is because, he says, there are 10 billion neurons in the cortex of the brain with about a million connections. If Darwin’s theory were true, Edelman says, “We would need a telephone book worth of addresses which is just too many.” Thus, this predetermined route of molecules is impossible.

In his alternative theory, Edelman says the protein molecules are linked by a specific “glue.” He explained the term glue as a certain type of neural cell or adhesion molecule known as a “cam.” Although he has named only two such cams, Edelman said he knows several more exist.

Edelman suggested that these glues follow certain rules which some mathematicians call “recursive application.” Although these rules are followed, often the path of these glues can be blind and undirected.

Through experimentation, Edelman said he and his colleagues have discovered that if the glue can be changed, then so can the shape of the cell. This idea, Edelman hopes will help in preventing birth defects and terminating or even regulating cancer cells.

“Darwin doesn’t have the answer,” he said. But today we are coming closer to it through these amazing breakthroughs.”

“The scientist is the servant of the inevitable,” Edelman said. “You must fight for a theory whether it is right or wrong, and then test it out in society.”

For his work, Edelman has received several prizes, honorary degrees and the Nobel Prize for physiology and medicine in 1972. His theory on embryology appeared in an article in the April, 1984 issue of The Scientific American.

In compliance with the state’s new “75/25” policy in which no more than 75% of state funds may be allocated for salaries, $26 million, or approximately 72%, will be spent on salaries. And $9.3 million will go for non-salary expenses.

Walters noted that MSC started out the last fiscal year with a $1.5 million deficit thus requiring a hiring freeze on all open positions. This year, the freeze will be eased considerably as five out of every six new positions will be filled. While announcing that this year’s eight percent increase in tuition generated $8,450,000 in additional revenue to help decrease the deficit, Walters added that next year’s tuition would be raised by $2 a credit to wipe out MSC’s deficit entirely.
editorial

Air safety questionable

Flying in an airplane is safer than riding in a car. While this statement may have been true in the past, it certainly isn't accurate in 1985. This year, there have been over 15 air accidents worldwide. With more than 1,500 casualties, these figures make 1985 the most lethal air travel year in history.

In February, an Iberian plane crashed into a mountain in Spain, killing everyone aboard. In June, an Air India 747 disintegrated in midair off the coast of Ireland. All of the 326 passengers died.

However, the death toll was highest during August. On Aug. 2, a Delta Air Line flight fell just short of the Dallas-Fort Worth Airport runway and all of 134 occupants were killed. Later that month, a JAL Boeing 747 lost a tail fin and smashed into a mountain in Japan, killing 520 people. A few days later in a British Airports' 737 engine exploded, killing 54 passengers.

During August, many people go on vacation. To compensate, the large airlines cram on as many passengers per flight as possible. But are the economics overriding safety?

A case in point is the JAL Boeing 747. Nicknamed "Fat Albert," it is one of the largest planes ever built. It is considered to be a safe airline. However, how could a single plane carrying 600 passengers be considered safe? Any plane with a seating capacity of 200 could live in danger if the event it crashes, as the JAL 747 did with a death toll of 520.

The British Airways' 737 was another offender. Previous to the crash, the first-class section of the jett had been removed to accommodate for 15 more passengers. Examinations of the burned wreckage showed that cramped leg space made it difficult for those on board to escape. Many of the dead were found trying to follow their way to the exits.

Pratt and Whitney, the manufacturers of the engine that exploded and caused the 737 accident, are being investigated. Since the crash, two more of their engines have malfunctioned, causing accidents. But this company can't be the only one to blame.

It must be more than a fluke that so many planes have crashed this year. It is highly possible that they aren't safe. But this shouldn't have to be the case.

More, presiding companies should take their cue from Yasumoto Takagi, president of JAL. He took full responsibility for his air tragedy and resigned his position. While resigning from a position is a noble gesture, it doesn't bring back the dead.

The high-ups seem very interested in making money, but it's about time they start shelling out some of that cash on more than just friendly smiles and coffee. They should invest in the safety of the planes by having rigorous periodical testing on ALL planes. If the companies don't (as past history seems to indicate), the government should force them to do so. How long can we continue to planes fall out of the sky like tin cans in a shooting gallery?

By Barbara Pennisi, LASO vice-president

When I first heard about LASO (Latin American Student Organization, Class I of the SGA) from my (Latin) friends, I thought only students of Latin descent belonged to this organization. I soon found out differently!

As I started visiting the office and attending LASO events, I became more interested in LASO. I attended membership meetings, helped with the programming and publicity. As I assisted with more and more activities, I was gaining valuable insight into how the organization really functions and also was having a great time socializing. I enjoyed LASO so much that I wanted to do more.

The opportunity came with the Executive Board elections last May. I was nominated and elected vice-president! I couldn't believe it! An Italian, who speaks very little Spanish was the vice-president of LASO. I am very happy to have this opportunity to further express LASO's philosophy that LASO is not only for Latinos.

Joining LASO is an excellent opportunity for a student taking Spanish classes to reinforce what is being taught in class in a relaxed atmosphere. LASO's activities are usually centered around Latin programming to create an awareness and understanding of the Latin culture throughout the college community.

Some events for this October include a clothes drive starting Oct. 1 and ending Oct. 29. We are also scheduling a lecture for Oct. 16 and a Holloween party on Oct. 25 in the Rat. One of LASO's most successful and popular events is Latin Week. Held every spring, LASO takes this time to educate the college campus about Latin culture. Every Latin Week, we center our events around a different theme. During our last Latin Week, the theme was La Familia Latina (The Latin Family).

The weakening festivities started with a concert by Aldo Matta and Orchestra on Sunday. The next day a luncheon was given for all the members, administrators, and faculty. We had a Latin American art exhibition with the artist explaining her technique. Our seminars were "Success and the Path to a Law Career: The Importance of a Supportive Family," "The Impact of the Dual Career Couple on the Family Unit." Also included were two seminars with political overtones, a debate on U.S. foreign policy in Central America and Isabel Allende, a best-selling Chilean novelist.

We also had a theatrical presentation by RASGO, and a Latin American food sampling table set up by Goya foods in the Student Center Mall. To complete the week, LASO had a huge party at the Rat with a live Latin band "Sabor Tropical."

During Latin Week, LASO always has hundreds of helium balloons and many buttons and T-shirts worn by everyone. These items are designed with a logo depicting the Latin Week theme in LASO's colors of red and yellow. Our Latin Week Chairperson, who is also a non-Latin member, and his committee are eagerly planning for our Latin Week this spring. Anyone interested in joining this committee can stop by the LASO office. Our first meeting is Oct. 8. Everyone at LASO hopes that all our activities will be as rewarding to you as they are to us. Come let us share and appreciate each other's culture. All cultures are beautiful manifestations of people's heritage, values, and beliefs. It is to everyone's benefit because by doing so, we will help foster an open mind, open hearts and thereby become a more cultured, educated people.

Sometimes we just get too close together as a group and have a good time as we did for the first football game. We brought our banner to promote school spirit and cheer our team on! With the SGA you always have a place to go to relax between classes. Everyone is invited to attend our Leadership Orientation Sunday Sept. 29 at 12 noon and an evening party at the Panzer poolside.

Stop by and visit us in Room 100 in the Student Center Annex or call 893-4440 and experience the richness of the Latin culture and all the fun you can have. Remember LASO is not only for Latinos. We have a feeling for everyone because an organization is only as strong as its members.

A Spanish phrase I learned says it well, "En La Unidad Esta La Fuerza" or in other words, "In Unity there is Strength."
Student comments commend crackdown on parking violators on campus

To the Editor:
After reading last week's letter to the editor from the student complaining about the unfairness of being towed off the campus, I was enraged. According to this student, she was "blocking neither a parked car or moving traffic." She did "however, park on some yellow lines." Maybe I am misinformed, but I had always thought that parking on yellow lines was illegal! Blocking cars or not, it is still illegal! And as for being towed, sure, I would have thought about that before I parked on those yellow lines.

This is uncalled for. There is always parking at MSC. I have attended this school for three and a half years, and I have never had to park off-campus due to lack of parking space or illegally.
I heartily applaud those responsible for the crackdown on illegal parking.

Annette E. Giordano
Senior/accounting major

Holl cartoon offends fraternity

To the Editor:
We, the members of Tau Kappa Epsilon (TEKE) fraternity strongly resent the depiction of fraternities as a place to get drunk and have sex as was shown in the comic strip "Harold Hall". Obviously, the "cartoonist," Albert Holl, is not aware of what a real fraternity is about.
Sure there are parties; however, there is also much more. TEKE has sponsored charity softball games and other activities on the Montclair campus for the past several years, including the recent "Tailgate parking lot, but whether you could admit it or not, I am referring to a non-fraternity man. This is based on information obtained from a nation's senators, 709b of the key in the bond of Tau Kappa Epsilon (TEK E) fraternity strongly

Senior/accounting major

Basketball courts irk student

To the editor:
On Sept. 10, I received a ticket from the MSC campus police for not parking between the lines for the basketball courts. I was与发展 by the traffic of the parking lot. I have not appealed this ticket and I do intend to pay the fine because I was wrong.
However, I feel that something should be said about the parking situation on campus this year. As always, there is a problem, but I believe that this year has been the worst. I am sure that the basketball courts that now sit in the quarry parking lot were a worthwhile decision and will spark new excitement and interest among some students, but what about the commuters? With the parking problem well known to all who attend MSC, it is unfair that many more should be responsible for this location for these courts could be found.

I was told by the Clove Road parking lot, which isn't used as much by commuters, is a more suitable place for these courts. If the college did not supply a sufficient amount of valid parking, then a limited number of commuters should be allowed to attend the college.
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Greeks respond to Montclarion

To the editor:
I am writing this on behalf of the Greek Council in reference to two articles that were published in last week's edition of The Montclarion. The articles have been a worthwhile decision and will spark new excitement and interest in the Greek life on this campus.
I am sure that the basketball courts that now sit in the quarry parking lot were a worthwhile decision and will spark new excitement and interest among some students, but what about the commuters? With the parking problem well known to all who attend MSC, it is unfair that many more should be responsible for this location for these courts could be found.

I was told by the Clove Road parking lot, which isn't used as much by commuters, is a more suitable place for these courts. If the college did not supply a sufficient amount of valid parking, then a limited number of commuters should be allowed to attend the college.

Gynecological Care Pregnancy Testing V.D. Testing

Birth Control Testing Pregnancy Terminated

Name withheld upon request
Senior/political science
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Gynecological Care Pregnancy Testing V.D. Testing

Birth Control Testing Pregnancy Terminated
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUNDAY</th>
<th>MONDAY</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **TKE-Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity**  
Introduction Ceremony  
All interested in joining must attend  
8:00 p.m. Rm. 417 S.C. | **Marketing Club Meeting**  
12:30 p.m. Rm. 417 S.C.  
**Alpha Kappa Psi Fraternity Meeting**  
3:30 p.m. Rm. 126 S.C. Annex  
**CLUB Meeting**  
4 p.m. Rm. 413/4 S.C.  
**TKE Meeting**  
6:00 p.m. Rm. 417 S.C. | **LASO Clothes Drive Begins**  
contact LASO ext: 4440  
**BSCO Meeting**  
7:30 p.m. Cafe B | **SGA Meeting**  
4 p.m. Rm. 411-4 S.C.  
**Greek Council Meeting**  
2:00 p.m. Rm. 402 S.C.  
**TKE vs. WNEW-FM Charity Softball Game**  
8:00 p.m. Softball Fields  
**CINA Meeting**  
2 p.m. Rm. 120 S.C. Annex |

| **Italian Student Org.**  
"Columbus Day Celebration"  
12-6 p.m. Rm. 126 S.C. Annex | **Italian Student Org.**  
Folk Dancers  
10-4 S.C. Mall  
**CINA/CLUB**  
Boston Trip Tickets  
S.C Lobby  
**CLUB Meeting**  
4 p.m. Rm. 413/4 S.C.  
**TKE Meeting**  
6 p.m. Rm. 413/4 S.C. | **HRO Meeting**  
10 a.m. Rm. 126 S.C. Annex  
**BSCO Meeting**  
7 p.m. Cafe C S.C.  
**HRO Pre Weekend Workshop**  
8 p.m.-11 ? | **Greek Council Meeting**  
2:00 p.m. Rm. 402 S.C.  
**CINA/CLUB Boston Trip Tickets**  
S.C.  
**Greek Council**  
2:00 p.m. Rm. 402 S.C. |

| **CINA**  
"Year of Living Dangerously"  
7:30 p.m. S.C. Ballrooms  
Yearbook Pictures  
8:30 a.m.-8 p.m. Rm. 417 S.C.  
**TKE Meeting**  
6:00 p.m. Rm. 411 S.C. | **HRO Meeting**  
7:00 p.m. Rm. 413/4 S.C.  
**Yearbook Pictures**  
8:30-8:00 p.m. Rm. 417 S.C.  
**JSU Meeting**  
7:30 p.m. Rm. 411 S.C.  
**BSCU Meeting**  
7:30 Cafe C | **SA Meeting**  
4:00 p.m. Rm. 411-4 S.C.  
**Yearbook Pictures**  
8:30 a.m.-8 p.m. Rm. 417 S.C.  
**Greek Council**  
2:00 p.m. Rm. 402 S.C. |

| **CLUB**  
4 p.m. Rm. 413/4 S.C.  
**JSU**  
7:30 Rm. 411/2 S.C.  
**HRO**  
7 p.m. Rm. 413/4  
**BSCU**  
7:30 Cafe | **LASO Clothes Drive Ends** | **SGA Meeting**  
4:00 p.m. Rm. 411-4 S.C.  
**Greek Council Meeting**  
2:00 p.m. Rm. 402 S.C. |
OCTOBER 1985 SGA CALENDAR OF EVENTS

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

TKF-No Talent Show Auditions
1-4 p.m. Ballrooms
All Welcome

LASO Meeting
3:00 p.m. Rm. 125 S.C. Annex

CIC Meeting
4:00 p.m. Rm. 206 S.C. Annex

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship Meeting
7:00 p.m. Rm. 411/2 S.C.

APO Meeting
7:30 p.m. Rm. 402 S.C.

Class I Concerts
4 p.m. Rm. 207 & 8 S.C. Annex

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
7:00 p.m. Rm. 411/2 S.C.

APO Meeting
7:30 p.m. Rm. 402 S.C.

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship Meeting
7:00 p.m. Rm. 411/2 S.C.

APO Meeting
7:30 p.m. Rm. 402 S.C.

Yearbook Pictures
8:30 a.m.-8:00 p.m. Rm. 207 S.C. Annex

CIC
4 p.m. Rm. 206 S.C. Annex

APO
7:30 p.m. Rm. 402 S.C.

LASO/Weekend College
8 p.m. Rat
Halloween Party

*Submissions for the
Nov. Calendar are
due in the S.G.A.
Office by Oct. 21st
12. The MoritelarÌon/Thurs:,'Sépt',
~ZG,'Y98S

ARTIST SUPPLIES
Expert Custom Framing

Paints, Paper, Pencils, Tables, Lamps, Chairs, Easels, Canvas, & much more!

KOENIG & ART EMPS
Where Creative People Shop

Willobrook Mall (opposite Sam Goody’s)
(201) 890-0303

Graduated Savings.

$15 OFF
ALL 10K GOLD

$30 OFF
ALL 14K GOLD

$40 OFF
ALL 18K GOLD

One week only, save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete details, see your Jostens representative at:

Date: Time: Deposit Req.: Place:

Payment plans available. ©1985 Jostens, Inc.

LEARN TO PREPARE INCOME TAXES

EARN VALUABLE COLLEGE CREDITS
EARN EXTRA INCOME
VALUABLE ASSET ON ANY RESUME

CLASSES BEING OFFERED AT 12 DIFFERENT LOCATIONS IN BERGEN & PASSAIC COUNTY

It pays to learn income taxes from H & R Block.
America’s Finest Income Tax Course

Learning income taxes now could offer you money-making opportunities and save you money on your return at tax time.

Morning, afternoon, evening classes

Enrollment course fee: $55

Send for more information today or call now 1-800-9AT-TAX (928-8289)

H & R BLOCK

Please send me free information about your tax preparation course

Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Phone

The Psychological Services Center will offer six workshops designed to help students expand their awareness and develop their potential. Each one helps the participants take a close look at one dimension of their lives and make whatever changes are necessary. They will meet one hour a week for five weeks. These workshops are in addition to the regular program of individual and group counseling and psychotherapy offered by the Psychological Services Center.

Issues in Leadership
This group will explore various ways of being a leader. The group will also focus on problems and coping strategies related to the leadership role.
Time: Tuesdays at 11:00 A.M., beginning October 8.

Personal Growth: Taking Charge of Your Own Life
This workshop is designed to help people move toward greater self-awareness, self-direction, and self-actualizing behavior. It will focus on freedom, productivity, and joy.
Time: Wednesdays at 2:00 P.M., beginning October 9.

Overcoming Academic Stress
This group is for students who become especially uncomfortable while taking tests or participating in classroom discussions and activities. Several methods will be discussed that can help to reduce this stress.
Time: Thursdays at 1:00 P.M., beginning October 10.

Adult Children of Alcoholics
Participants will have the opportunity to think about how their development was different from that of others, how they can break the cycle, and how they can more effectively deal with their alcoholic families.
Time: Fridays at 12:00, beginning October 11.

Group Psychotherapy
This group will provide an opportunity to improve our social skills by learning how others think, feel, and behave, and by how we are perceived by other people.
Time: Fridays at 2:00 P.M., beginning October 11.

Exploring Your Feminine Identity
This group is for women only and will focus on issues such as sexuality, relationships, and pressures of society that are specific to women. Group members will be encouraged to raise individual issues for discussion. The group is being co-sponsored by the Women’s Center.
Time: Thursdays at 2:00 P.M., beginning October 10.

To sign up for these workshops come to the Psychological Services Center, Gilbreth House, extension 5211 (Ms. Thompson, Secretary).

*These dates have been moved forward 1 week from any other announcement or flyer you may have seen.

JOSTENS
AMERICA’S COLLEGE RING™

Student Center Lobby Mon.-Fri. 9/22-27 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Lone Justice rocks the Ritz with a vibrant blend of styles

By Bill Normyle

Two things have occurred with the release of Squeeze's latest album, Cos! Fan Tutti Frutti. 1. The band has put together a combination of the original band lineup (except for their new bassist). The other result is quite unexpected, especially considering the 99% pure Squeeze constituency: a departure from the typical Squeeze pop formula.

Cos! Fan Tutti Frutti, the band's sixth album, is infused with funk, new wave and even reggae. We also find Difford and Tilbrook contributing new things which do, for the most part, work.

Cos! Fan Tutti Frutti comes complete with state-of-the-art technology, overdubs and Trevor Horn-type horns! Yes, we're finding that Squeeze's new approach works.

There are no pop hits like "Faulting Tonight." His confession continues. "It didn't realize my strength could take all went wrong when I grew jealous. I read them that said love would end? I read them tonight." His confession continues. "It all went wrong when I grew jealous. I didn't realize my strength could take the life of one so precious." The instrumental breaks are highlighted by Holland's eerie piano textures and sound of this song had a definite spiritual flavor, yet the song had no direct religious references. It might have been interpreted as having "whatever gets you through the night" attitude. Instrumentally, the song was stark in tone. The band's light accompaniment highlighted McKee's haunting vocals.

The rest of the set was comprised mainly of material culled from their debut album. Particular crowd favorites included "Ways to be Wicked," Steve Van Zandt's "Sweet, Sweet Baby (I'm Falling)" and the rockin' "Wait Till We Get Home." My own particular favorite was an electrifying song entitled "Cos! Fan Tutti Frutti." The band's set also included two great covers: C.C.R.'s "Run through the Jungle" and Janis Joplin's "Cry Baby.

Yes, Lone Justice did appear to be a band ready to make it big, but as I left the Ritz I could not help but wonder if in the age of Madonna clones there is really much of a market for such a band. Fortunately, I think there is. As long as there is an American musical tradition which includes Dylan, Young, Fogerty and Springsteen, I think this group will have an audience.

For those who are fans of this great tradition, all hail the latest addition — Lone Justice.

Lone Justice rocks the Ritz with a vibrant blend of styles

By Jim Nicosia

Squeeze returns with old lineup and new formula

Lone Justice

Lone Justice derives on stage who really knows how to sing. During the band's hour set, she sang, whooped and danced the trendy, urban Ritz into an old-fashioned country hoedown.

The band chose to open the Ritz show with their most gospel-flavored song, "You are the Light." The title and sound of this song had a definite spiritual flavor, yet the song had no direct religious references. It might have been interpreted as having "whatever gets you through the night" attitude. Instrumentally, the song was

Holland's past responsibilities with Squeeze and as a solo artist have been to tickle the ivories in his energetic, jazzy style. On Cos! Fan Tutti Frutti, he gets to let loose only a few times, but proves he's still among the most artistic and unharnessed keyboardists around.

If there's a negative point to dwell on, it's the misuse of Holland and Lavis. Tilbrook's new songs have an ingenious drummer Lavis fooling around with electronic drums and percussion, as well as drum machines, all in steady beats. Squeeze's past quirky rhythms have been funnelled into sometimes-every minor-key songs with a heavy backbeat. Lavis' outstanding talents have been harnessed from irregular excitement to simple whacking.

There are few bands that have received so much critical acclaim and gotten so little in terms of commercial success as Squeeze. If nothing else is accomplished, the relatively recent Tilbrook and Lavis have found a new formula with which to attempt to gain that ever-elusive commercial popularity.

"We wait without knowing if we're hits of the year," Tilbrook sings in "Hits of the Year." Tilbrook's new formula, with which to attempt to gain that ever-elusive commercial popularity. The Montclarion/Thurs., Sept. 26, 1985 13.
STUDENTS: RESERVE YOUR FALL JOBS NOW

Consumer Concepts
FLEXIBLE HOURS
GOOD INCOME
OPENINGS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS
For Interview call: 667-7333 Ext. 91 Monday thru Friday

PARKING ATTENDANTS
looking for flexible hours?
We're looking for you!
Hours tailored to your school schedule
Drivers License and be 18 or older.
Excellent salary! Many needed!
Call ADVANCED PARKING CONCEPTS, l
(201) 857-2008

$10 WASH CUT BLOW DRY GOOD THRU THE MONTH OF OCTOBER
WITH THIS AD
We also do Perms, Highlights and Color
746-5557
204 Bellevue Ave. (behind Carvel)
Upper Montclair

Jewish Student Union
INVITES EVERYONE TO Sukkot Decorating Day !!!!
DATE: Thursday, October 3
Time: 11:30 - 3:00
Place: Student Center Mall
Free Food for Everyone!
Come and help us decorate and celebrate this festive holiday
TSU is a Class IV Org. of S.G.A.

Are You Involved on Campus?

APO is offering a $100 scholarship to any student who is involved in campus activities

Applications are available in the APO Office (Rm. 406 Student Center) the Information Booth, the Financial Aid Office and the Business Office or call X5431 for more information.

APO is a Class IV Org. of S.G.A.
Country singer/songwriter David Allan Coe disagrees. "We're not an extension of Live Aid, we're an American dream come true." At Live Aid, the benefactors were thousands of miles away. At FarmAid, they were in the audience.

The concert was broadcast live by The Nashville Network and was packed with special highlights—a reunion of the Highwaymen: Willie Nelson, Waylon Jennings, Johnny Cash and Glen Campbell, filling in for Kris Kristofferson; the first live performance of half of the new Van Halen, Sammy Hagar and Eddie Van Halen; Willie Nelson singing with Bob Dylan, Neil Young and John Mellencamp; Billy Joel singing "Everytime You Go Away" with Daryl Hall and Bonnie Raitt—but the artists wanted to talk about the issues and not the music.

"I think this is a move in the right direction," said former Byrd, Roger McGuinn. "The publicity we're generating will have more of an impact than the money."

"At Live Aid we helped feed the people who were starving; it only makes sense to help those who are feeding them. That's why I'm here," said Daryl Hall.

Lead Heartbreaker Tom Petty quipped, "We're here to remind everybody how important it is. I mean, we all eat!"

"Every little donation helps," said John Cougar Mellencamp; "but it's awareness of the issues that counts. Nobody's interested in a country that has all corporation farms."

Neil Young, who spent time in Washington D.C. last week lobbying for the Harkin Bill, said, "I love my family and I think the American family is at stake in this issue. The American heritage and culture is threatened by current agriculture policies. If this bill doesn't pass, the American family farmer is going to die in two years."

Like Live Aid, FarmAid has been called another Woodstock of the 80's. Arlo Guthrie, a Woodstock veteran, sang "City of New Orleans" with Willie Nelson on Sunday. He said, "Having these events is better than Woodstock, they're set up to help people. This is better than Woodstock for a whole new generation."

John Fogerty, another Woodstock alumnus, made his first "real" live performance in 12 years on Sunday. "Woodstock was spontaneous and all that went away: this won't," he said.

Although this does feel similar, different people from different backgrounds uniting together. That feels the same, except that I'm twice as old!

Although the concert's main attraction was the music, no one tried to hide its political overtones. Farm Aid sponsors have endorsed the Harkin Farm Policy Reform Bill of 1985. Sponsor of the bill, Senator Tom Harkin of Iowa, was on hand Sunday. He said, "We need a new direction in our farm policy, the old ways don't work anymore. Don't worry, Ronald Reagan will hear the message of Farm Aid."

Also on hand were Illinois Governor James Thompson and Nebraska Governor Bob Kerry. Thompson said, "A week from now everyone is not going to forget Farm Aid. This is not going to die. Nobody's interested in a country that has all corporation farms."

Neil Young, who spent time in Washington D.C. last week lobbying for the Harkin Bill, said, "I love my family and I think the American family is at stake in this issue. The American heritage and culture is threatened by current agriculture policies. If this bill doesn't pass, the American family farmer is going to die in two years."

The money raised from the concert did not reach its projected goal, but Farm Aid will go on. It will continue to help the family farmer, setting up financial hotlines, counseling centers and it will keep the toll free number (1-800-FARM AID), in service for a year.

Also in the works is an album and video of the concert. Farm Aid was a concert that started in rain and doubt, yet ended with fireworks, music and hope of a brighter future for the American farmer.

In the words of Charlie Daniels, "If the man don't work, the people don't eat."
Attention

—I'm starving for work... All types of clerical, research administrative duties permanent and temporary charge by the hour. Typing and word processing charge by the page. Call Donna Gillick at 773-8106, leave message.

—Ski the Alps this winter break! Airfare, 7 nights hotel and daily breakfast included for $599. Look for more information coming soon.

—Announcing the establishment of a Dance Club. New members are welcome. First meeting is Mon. Sept. 30 at 6 p.m. in the Dance Gym. For more information contact Jenice at 779-7650. It's time to go to the move.

—Free up your time for courses needing more attention. Typing done for your convenience. Call Cathy 256-7493, local.

—Don't waste your time studying! Learn powerful memory secrets. Get better grades in half the time. Free info. call 743-6879, 24 hours.

—To anyone who sits at the first desk in The Montclarion, if you spill some thing, it would be nice if you at least clean it up. Thanks, a very tired editor.

—Get involved and have more fun doing it. We're the Conservation Club. A class 1 organization of your SGA. Check out our general meetings every Thurs. at 5 p.m. in room 403, 4th floor, Student Center. Call 893-5102.

—Alpha Iota Chi wants you to be a part of the newest sorority on campus! Rush spaghetti dinner Thurs. Sept. 26 at 705 C Clove Road. For info, call Jeanne 783-2564 or Lori 783-2568.

—All members of Medieval and Renaissance Society, please put schedule in mailbox rm 121 Student Center Annex. Anyone interested in joining, put schedule in mailbox rm 121 Student Center. Call 893-5102.

—On going groups: anyone interested in joining, please leave your name, schedule and address on binder "David Downey." —A ladles gold watch on Thurs. Sept. 12. if found please contact Ann Marie at 783-2051 or 893-5431.

Get down to business faster.

With the BA-35

If there's one thing business students have always needed, this is it: an affordable business-oriented calculator.

The Texas Instruments BA-35, the Student Business Analyst.

Its built-in business formulas let you perform complicated finance, accounting and statistical functions—the ones that usually require a lot of time and a stack of reference books, plus present and future value calculations, amortizations and balloon payments.

The BA-35 means you spend less time calculating, and more time learning. One keystroke takes the place of many.

The calculator is just part of the package. You also get a book that follows most business courses: the Business Analyst Guidebook. Business professors helped us write it, to help you get the most out of calculator and classroom.

A powerful combination. Think business. With the BA-35 Student Business Analyst.

Texas Instruments

Creating useful products and services for you.
Personals

-Bob: Yours forever, Gail.
-Les, thanks for a great summer. Love you babe (*?)*
-Hey unguidos: Can we throw a party or what?
—When is the second annual Mary’s husband’s/ub/unguido reunion party?
—Lori: well miss you so much!
—James (Primrose Walter): sorry about the costume. Hope the shark made up for it. James.
—Hey John Sarecchia: answer the phone!
—Dave: leave Lori alone!
—Wanted: Craig Mack to respond. Candie
—Bubba: wine, dinner, Frank Sinatra and you. Thanks for an evening I’ll never forget. Love Bubbles.
—Kabooob: gotten it lately?! Kimberlocks
—Kim: hope you have a great year. So glad you are up here with me! Love, Lisa Marie.
—Clove Road residents: have we got a picnic for you. Watch for further info. Clove Road staff
—Brian O’Reilly: disregard comment in 9/12 issue. You are the best R.A. we ever had. Other men at Stone.
—Diane: Congratulations on your engagement. Does he know what he’s getting into?
—Cold Ethel for Homecoming Queen!
—Maria: Are you or are you not? Perhaps I garcon can tell.
—Sue P.: stop waking John up with a squeaky bed.
—Lisa: Michele knows.
—Fran and Joe Covino: Happy 21st birthday love always, Karen.
—Hey Fran: I wonder how those two celery sticks are doing?
—Rosie and Mark Romano: What a pair. Happy Birthday!
—Ali: I hope you had a good time at your surprise party. All the time and work was worth the look on your face, Maryann.
—To Sherry Graham, my Sigma Delta Phi Big Sister: Best of luck at UMass! I miss you! Love always Patty G.
—Dearest Ali: I know that all the good times that we are sharing now, will last forever. All my love Maryann.
—Pam P.: I am looking forward to a great year with the Best little sister in Sigma! Love ya lots, Patty G.
—Lisa: you are better than the best little. I love you. Love your big sister Denise.
—Mark Brancato: To a great executive V.P. you are doing a great job. I love your hugs! P.S. You owe me one! Denise
—Patty G.: You’re a great friend! Hope you know I love you. Dee
—Patty H.: Looking forward to a great year! We’re a good team! Dee
—Pete: You make experiencing the wilderness a different meaning. A fellow J.D. drinker.
—Look out, Militant Acorns.
—Leadership conference Contributors: Thanks, for a great weekend! Dave.
—LaVaughn Slaven: Hippo Birdie Two Eyes!!! 22 years old and still no driver’s license? Love Dave, Laurann, and John.
—Happy Birthday LaVaughn!
—To the SGA Leadership Weekenders: I enjoyed myself. I am waiting for my 10 grand... watch out for Jason! Father Art.
—To the Jewish Student Union: best wishes at the celebration of the Holy Days—Your friends at Newman.
—Wales Tales? Is it due to vanish from the face of the earth? The local chapter will convene as usual at this a.m. on Friday. Be there! A.F.H.
—To Terryl L.: I’d bet you’d make a great lower lip sandwich... 202 A: Thanks for the place to pass out. Your “STM” roommate.
—Barb: thanks for listening. Without you, they would put me away for talking to myself! Friends forever, Flo.
—Karen, Rose, Laura, Sue, Lisa, Patty, Robin: The best, greatest, funniest thing ever was the unguido party. Your turtle forever, Fran
—The sisters of Al pha iota Chi (AXI) welcome the pledge class of 1985!
—Andy: last week was great. Do it again sometime? Love, Michele
—Thank you Saint Anthony for anwer-ing my prayer.
—Allison G.: “Freeze!” Clifton police! What do you think your doing? You locked yourself out of the house! Oh sure you did! You have the right to remain silent. Officer Jim.
—To the Rat Pack: Let’s do it every Thursday! Grandpa Jim.
—Hey all you MARS people don’t forget to put your schedules in the mailbox, the Supreme Ruler...

FAT MOOSE COMICS AND GAMES II
584 POMPTON AVENUE
CEDAR GROVE, N.J. 07009
201-857-9788
*FA NASY AND ROLE—PLAYING GAME HEADQUARTERS
*COMPLETE IN—STORE SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE
*SPECIAL ORDERS WELCOME!

10% off all
Avalon Hill & Victory Games
with Student I.D. or Amex
MON—WED: 11 A.M. TO 7 P.M.
THU—SAT: 11 A.M. TO 8 P.M.

Answers to last week’s puzzle.

**SPORTS**

TKE fraternity sponsors benefit softball game

Every once in awhile there comes along a good cause worthy of people's attention, concern, and contribution.

On Wednesday, October 2, at 8 p.m., there will be a softball game on campus between Tau Kappa Epsilon and WNEF-FM. This game is for one of those good causes — the Susan Arms Foundation.

Susan Arms is a remarkable 22-year-old woman who was once a sophomore psychology major at MSC. She suffers from neurofibromatosis, a disease that produces tumors in the nerves, brain and spinal column. The disease has taken a toll on her. In her two years at MSC, Susan was a volunteer for the handicapped children at the Psycho-Educational center on campus. Because of her affliction, however, Susan was unable to continue her studies and was forced to take a leave of absence from the college in the fall of 1984.

She is a remarkable person because, despite enduring insufferable pains, and sixteen operations, her determination to continue her college education grows stronger every day. The Essex County Commission of the Blind and Visually Impaired presented her with an award for "Outstanding Accomplishments." These are only two of several organizations which have recognized Susan Arms for her tremendous will to fight the rare disease.

Susan will soon be undergoing her seventeenth operation in an attempt to improve her current condition, in hope of someday restoring her vision and hearing.

The Inside View
Jim Nicota

The softball game for her benefit was organized and coordinated by Bruno Pavicek, a student at MSC and an officer of the Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity. He and TKE are selling tickets at the Bloomfield Brookdale Shop-Rite, Montclair Grocery Stores and the Willowbrook Mall during the last two weekends in September. Their hope is to raise as much money as possible to help Susan and the entire Arms family in their fight against neurofibromatosis. Tickets are $3 for adults and $1 for MSC students with I.D.'s. If you are interested in helping Susan and the entire Arms family, please send your check to: Friends of Susan, P.O. Box 1215, Bloomfield, N.J. 07003.

Pavicek has not only organized and coordinated the event, but he also sent out letters to several newspapers, including The Montclarion, describing the Susan Arms Foundation and promoting the softball game.

I don't know Susan Arms, nor did I know her when she was a student at MSC. The knowledge I have of her remarkable strength and will comes from Mr. Pavicek, and all the credit for this article goes to him along with the thanks of many people who have been brought to the awareness of this extraordinary young woman. Susan Arms. It did not take much convincing for me to write this column, nor did it take me long to recognize her as a very special person. I plan on attending the game October 2, and I encourage, indeed, urge all of you to go as well. (And if I may make one suggestion — if you can possibly afford it, leave your MSC ID at home and pay the $3. I'm sure it will make you feel three times better.)

---

**TALK MBA**

with over 75 schools.
In one place. In one day.

1985 MBA Forums - New York City

Friday, October 4 / 12:00 - 7:00
Saturday, October 5 / 10:00 - 4:00

**One-Hour Workshops**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Workshop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friday 10:00</td>
<td>MBA AND YOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday 11:00</td>
<td>MBA CAREERS, DOCTORAL PROGRAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday 6:30</td>
<td>THE M&amp;A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information call 800-534-1802 (In New Jersey 609-754-1519)

Sponsored by the Graduate Management Admission Council

---

**Baseball**

cont. from backpage

game 8-3 before bouncing back to take the nightcap 5-4. The second game turned out to be the only win MSC would collect all week.

In the opener, the Indians fell behind early, as Monmouth collected two runs on three hits in their first frame. The Monarchs were led by starting pitcher Craig Faber. After two innings, the Monarchs held a 7-1 advantage, to put the game out of reach.

In game two, MSC halted its two-game losing streak as they defeated Monmouth, 5-4.

Monmouth opened up a 2-0 lead in the first inning, and things looked bleak for MSC when the Monarchs got two more in the third for a 4-0 advantage. But lead held until the MSC sixth, when the Monarchs came up with all five of their runs.

With one out, Ashton singled, Deutsch walked, and Mike Litterio singled to load the bases. Up stepped John McClain, who delivered a 2-run single. He was followed by George Azzarelli, who added a 2-run single of his own. The Monarchs were down to their last out, and only 2 runs was all they could muster. However, John Szabo, pitching four innings, killed MSC's chance for a win.

The idea of a year long team point competition was developed and implemented by SILC. This team competition would begin during the fall semester and continue through spring. It was seen as a means to encourage and enhance team cohesiveness as well as add a new dimension to the competition. SILC would like to offer you this same opportunity to participate in Team Point Competition.

Who May Participate: Any current MSC student, faculty or staff member with a valid MSC I.D. card. Team rosters are composed of a maximum of 35 individuals with a minimum of 15 women and a maximum of 20 men. Teams are formed from this master roster. No one on the roster can participate in more than one (1) team in the current spring semester. A $2 registration fee per person which goes towards awards and forfeit fees.

The Point System: Participation in any SILC activity will gain points toward your cumulative team point total. The numerical value for participation will vary depending upon the type of event and the number or participants. Points will be awarded for placing first, second, third or fourth in an event; attending the team captain's meeting; as well as for winning or losing a game. Negative points will be given for forfeits or player ejection. At the conclusion of the spring semester activities, SILC will declare a Team Point Competition team champion for the year 1985-86.

**Guaranteed GMAT and LSAT test results**

Sexton Educational Centers, in conjunction with Fairleigh Dickinson University, is confident that you'll be pleased with your GMAT or LSAT test scores after taking our preparation course. So confident, in fact, that if you are not completely satisfied with your test results, your next prep course is free. As one of America's leading experts in test preparation, Sexton has helped scores of people with methods including:

- **Regularly Updated Material**
- **Review Tapes**
- **Lectures from Attorneys and Educators**

October GMAT classes beginning September 26 are now forming in the New Brunswick area; Rutherford classes begin September 28. December LSAT classes begin November 12 in New Brunswick and November 13 in Rutherford. For more information, contact a member of our admissions staff at the phone numbers listed below.

Test preparation is your guaranteed edge!
All-American banquet honors MSC sports greats

By Perry Schwarz

NCAA Division I colleges produce hundreds of All-American athletes each year. Here at MSC we may not have the finances to be a Division I school, but we have also developed more than our share of All-American athletes.

An All-American is someone who has achieved national status in a particular sport played at his school. Over the past 45 years, 107 students have played a sport at MSC and achieved this status. Presently, two of MSC’s All-Americans are playing professional football. Sam Mills, linebacker for the USFL Champion Baltimore Stars, and Mark Casale, quarterback for the Toronto Argonauts (CFL), have both made it to the professional level.

These triumphs of our college athletes sometimes go unrecognized. Until now. Saturday, Sept. 14 the athletic department sponsored a banquet to honor these athletes and their contributions to the school.

The college should be very proud of sponsoring this event. Carol Blazejowski, a former MSC All-American in basketball, made a comment while hosting the festivities. "The national notoriety of the athletes helped put MSC on the map. Before, people from big colleges never heard of Montclair, and now they know the exit off the turnpike to get here," Blazejowski said.

When "The Blaze" played here, the women’s team competed on a Division I schedule. This gave “The Blaze” recognition as well as the school. Her collegiate performance enabled her to play on the United States Olympic team.

Trivia

Hey, sports fans, here’s a chance to test your knowledge of sports facts. Each week, the Montclarion will publish a list of sports questions and answers. In addition, there will be a sports stumper that will be answered in the following issue.

If you think you have the correct answer, drop your response off at the Montclarion, Room 113 in the Student Center Annex. The names of those who submit the correct answer will be published in the next week’s issue. Deadline for submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.

1. Name the four Mets who have won the Rookie of the Year Award.
2. Who held boxing’s heavyweight crown for the longest period of time?
3. What pitcher has thrown the most no-hitters in his career?
4. What college football team featured the “Seven Blocks of Granite”?
5. Who was the only pitcher in the major league history to throw back-to-back no-hitters?

File photo

Carol Blazejowski led MSC into the national spotlight during the mid-seventies

Newman-Catholic Campus Ministry announces its Fall Retreat:

"Encounter with Christ Weekend"

Thursday night. November 14 to Sunday afternoon. November 17 at Jeremiah Center, Keyport.

Join students and young adults from MSC, Trenton State, William Paterson, Seton Hall, Rutgers/ Newark and NJIT.

For information contact:
Father Art: ext. 7240 or 746-2323
Kim Stevens: 472-6757
Maureen Scheibner: 667-0299

Newman is a Class 999 organization of the S.G.A.
Colasurdo’s late field goal leads MSC to victory

By Perry Schwarz

Tony Colasurdo kicked a 28 yard field goal with 15 seconds left in the game, to give MSC a 20-17 victory over East Stroudsburg University, Saturday night.

The win gives MSC a 1-1 record after their opening game loss to Wagner two weeks ago.

According to Head Coach Rick Giancola the freshman Colasurdo, "responded to the pressure well."

He replaced Joe Perri after Perri's 30 yard field goal attempt was wide in the second quarter. It was only Colasurdo's second time kicking field goals in a game situation.

In the first quarter, MSC's defense held the Warriors to two field goals, as Mike Augustine hit from 20 and 26 yards out. The kicks gave ESU an early 6-0 advantage.

MSC has been playing strong defense at the goal line. Dion Roman, who accumulated ten tackles and one sack versus ESU, was a key man for MSC as they stopped the Warriors deep in Indian territory.

Another key for the defense was the punting performance of Tony Sweet. He put the ball deep in ESU territory most of the game, and had a 37.5 yard average for the night.

The Indians generated an eight play scoring drive on second quarter. Walter Briggs, who passed for 238 yards on the day, connected with Briggs from 23 yards out. Augustine's kick brought the Warriors within one point, 10-9.

Early in fourth period ESU's Brooks Perkins received some good downfield blocking and flashed 40 yards into the endzone. Joe Rovnan caught the two-point conversion from Ed Meskill to cut the score to 18-10.

MSC came back, however, running four plays Amod Field caught a Briggs' touchdown pass. The play was designed for a 15 yard gain. MSC was out to extend their lead, but the play was stopped with a 15 yard field goal.

Colasurdo's late field goal ended the Warriors hopes when he nailed the kick as the clock expired in the fourth.

MSC quarterback Walter Briggs threw for 238 yards and two T.D.'s.

Indian baseball team suffers mid-season setbacks

By Jim Nicosia

Seton Hall 13-MSC 6

On Saturday at Pittser Field, the Indians dropped both ends of a double-header to end their week at 1-4 and dropping their season record to 5-5.

Starter Gabe Noto absorbed the loss for the Indians, going five innings and allowing eight runs on eleven hits. The Indians, who were limited to only five hits, and committed three errors in the field, were led by junior shortstop Mike Augustine hit from 20 and 26 yards out. The kicks gave ESU an early 6-0 advantage.

MSC put together a three run third inning, highlighted by a Chris Pagan solo home run, back-to-back singles by Fasano and first baseman Mike Ashton, and two-run double by freshman outfielder John Deutsch in the fourth inning.

Ashton, who had two hits on the day, would make a key hit in the fifth. After a lead-off single by Briggs, he was hit by a pitch. Fasano followed with a single to score one, and a throwing error on second allowed the Indians to score two more runs.

MSC scored four runs in the top of the seventh to put the game out of reach for the Indians. With four runs scored, the Warriors were facing a 7-9 deficit.

Indian territory.

MSC scored four runs in the top of the seventh to put the game out of reach for the Indians. With four runs scored, the Warriors were facing a 7-9 deficit.

MSC quarterback Walter Briggs threw for 238 yards and two T.D.'s.

Seton Hall 13-MSC 6

On Saturday, the Indians travelled to Monmouth College for a twinbill and came away with a split, losing the first 3-5.

By Tom Branna

The women's cross country team traveled to Trenton for the Trenton State College Invitational Sunday and came home with high hopes for the '85 season.

Though the Indians placed tenth among the 16 competing schools, they finished fifth among Division III competition.

Everyone ran very well," said Head Coach Michele Willis. "The time gap between our first and fifth runners was 1:12. What was really encouraging was the fact we could have beaten Trenton State, 27-28, if we were in dual competition."

Nancy Wright led the Indians with a time of 20:26 for the 5,000 meter course (3.2 miles). Wright's time was good enough for twenty-first place, thirteenth versus Division III schools.

"Nancy ran forty-one seconds faster than she did a year ago," said Willis.
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Liz Gonzalez (21:15), Liz Dilla (21:31) and Noreen Cassidy (21:38) rounded out the top five scoring positions for MSC.

Willis was particularly happy with Dilla's performance. "Liz ran 1:25 faster this year than last year's meet."

Another MSC runner who showed progress was Angela Oglesby. Her time of 26:37 cut last year's time by 23.

The Trenton Invitational was one of the strongest tests for the Indians. The meet featured three Division I schools (Delaware, Temple, LaSale) and four Division II schools (Mt. St. Mary, Southern Connecticut, Kutztown, Westminster) among the 16 team fields.